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Testing



Frontend testing is crucial to ensure 
the quality and reliability of web 

applications.

Testing



Testing technique that verifies the 
FUNCTIONALITIES and PERFORMANCE of an 
entire software application by simulating real-
world user scenarios and replicating live data. 

e2e testing



Cypress is an open-source, end-to-end 
testing framework designed for 

frontend web development.



"Cypress' open-source app takes the 
pain out of front-end testing."



• Real-Time Reloading 

• Easy Setup 

• Extensive Browser Support

Cypress offers several key 
advantages for frontend testing:



Web3



Web2 vs Web3



Web3 development



WEB2



WEB3





login/signup Connect wallet 

database Blockchain 

backend Smart contract 



Web3 dev tools



Frontend framework/library



Wallet



Smart contract







• Read from smart contract 

• Write in smart contract 

• Wallet interaction

Operations in Web3



Wallet

• Provider 

• Wallet address 

• Network



</> example



DApp x Defi that displays our current 
BUSD balance and allow us to 
transfer BUSD to other wallets











Testing Web3 applications



Wallet 

Smart contract 



E2E testing of wallet connection and interaction is 
critical to providing a seamless and secure experience 

for users of web3 applications.  

It ensures that users can confidently manage their 
blockchain assets and interact with decentralized 

applications (dApps) while safeguarding their security 
and privacy.



Wallet connection and the transactions in 
Web3 are signed by a private scheme, 

making it difficult for UI frameworks to 
handle.



Options

1. Any end-to-end testing tool and mock 
the Web3 interactions 

2. A Cypress wrapper with Metamask 
support.



Synpress helps you write e2e tests for Dapps.  
It is a complete e2e testing framework built on top of 
Cypress and playwright with support for metamask.



https://github.com/Synthetixio/synpress

https://github.com/Synthetixio/synpress/
blob/dev/docs/synpress-commands.md

https://github.com/Synthetixio/synpress
https://github.com/Synthetixio/synpress/blob/dev/docs/synpress-commands.md
https://github.com/Synthetixio/synpress/blob/dev/docs/synpress-commands.md
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